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Abstract
In this paper we address the problem of the combined representation of heterogeneous sources of knowledge within a unique and
homogeneous data structure. The goal is ultimately to enable the holistic processing of linguistic and world knowledge, where all the
dimensions may interact seamlessly. We focus here on bridging the gap between Syntax and Semantics. We propose to link an abstract
grammar to an existing lexical network through the adoption of the same underlying graph structure. The resulting structure may be seen
as a multi-layer linguistic network. The solution we introduce for the abstract grammar layer relies on a graph-theoretic interpretation of
Property Grammar. The typed structure we propose supersedes both phrase structure and dependency structure, which are covered with
specific relation types – Constituency and Dependency respectively. We present a procedure to derive the grammar from an annotated
corpus, and we illustrate the procedure with the French Treebank.
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1. Introduction
For decades the common trend in NLP has been to model
natural language along different and separate dimensions
(lexicon, syntax, semantics . . . ), typically through pipeline
architectures, for the sake of Divide and Conquer prob-
lem solving strategies. A key problem with this model
is that keeping the dimensions nearly hermetically sepa-
rate indeed prevents the integration of different dimensions,
e.g. Syntax and Semantics, within the same process. Yet
such an integration could often help solve cases of ambigu-
ity, whether lexical, semantic or syntactic, or combinations
thereof. We can also expect an integrated representation of
linguistic knowledge to be helpful in situations such as the
comprehension of non-canonical language, whether noisy,
erroneous, fragmented, . . . , which often narrows down to
disambiguating likely interpretations.
The challenge for such an integration to happen at the data
level is to find a way to represent the knowledge in all the
dimensions at the same level of abstraction.
In this paper we introduce a graph-theoretic interpretation
of Property Grammar (Blache, 2001), which enables the
representation of an abstract grammar to be consistent with
the data structure of a lexico-semantic network. The result
is a single graph, where syntactic relations and nodes co-
exist along with semantic ones. We present a procedure to
derive the grammar from a treebank annotated with both
phrase structures and dependency structures.

2. Literature Review
Language-related data and Knowledge Bases The
structuring of language knowledge in large Knowledge
Bases (KBs) and resources is mostly organised along the
different steps of the traditional pipeline architecture. The
resources referenced in LLOD1, for example, are concerned
with different dimensions of language knowledge: lexi-
con and dictionaries (e.g. WordNet, WordNet-RDF, Ba-
belNet, Wiktionary) for word level and lexical semantics,

1http://linguistic-lod.org/

domain-related terminologies, ontologies and knowledge
bases about world knowledge (e.g. YAGO, DBPedia), an-
notated corpora for syntax, and a few others for metadata
and other kinds of resources. As far as we know no Knowl-
edge Base is referenced which would account for abstract
grammar knowledge about language.
Although none of those resources adopts a holistic perspec-
tive on language, the overall intention of the LLOD initia-
tive goes towards an integration of all dimensions. At this
stage, it solely aims to address the problem of format com-
patibility among resources, and to serve as a central reposi-
tory of linked resources in order to ease their interoperabil-
ity. The alignment of all aspects of the linguistic resources
involved remain a challenge to be addressed. The next step
is a full and deep integration across all the linguistic dimen-
sions within a single homogeneous resource, in order to en-
able the holistic representation and processing of language
knowledge.
SAR-Graphs introduce a different kind of resource in-
clusive of syntactic data while linking to different
lexico-semantic resources such as WordNet, BabelNet,
and YAGO. SAR-Graphs are described as graphs of
Semantically-Associated Relations (Krause et al., 2015a).
They address the question of the integration of different as-
pects of linguistic knowledge within a homogeneous struc-
ture referred to as a language network (Uszkoreit and Xu,
2013; Krause et al., 2015b). They integrate lexical se-
mantics with semantic relations about facts and events ex-
tracted from KBs such as Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008)2

through the use of syntactic patterns learned from machine-
parsed input text. For every high-level semantic relation
(i.e. modelling world knowledge, such as facts and events)
found in a given KB a SAR-Graph merges all the machine-
parsed dependency structures, which match the syntactic
patterns extracted (separately) for that relation. The syntac-
tic extraction patterns are learned with the DARE relation
extraction system (Xu et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2007) and

2Now included in the Google Knowledge Graph.



kept separate from the main resource. Therefore the SAR-
Graphs still do not include any level of abstract grammar
knowledge. The grammar is actually contained in DARE,
through the use of the principle-based MINIPAR depen-
dency parser (Lin, 1994).

Complex Syntactic Networks The past decade has seen
the emergence of the use of complex networks (Newman,
2010) for studying the syntax of human languages, through
Complex Syntactic Networks. As of today, they have only
been used for representing dependency relationships among
words, or word forms (Čech et al., 2016): the words (lem-
mas) are nodes, and the dependency relations are edges be-
tween nodes. The term dependency must be taken in the
sense of the Dependency Grammar formalism (Tesnière,
1959; Hudson, 2006). The construction of a syntactic net-
work requires the prior dependency-based syntactic anal-
ysis of corpora, either through an automated parsing pro-
cess or a dependency treebank, or both. Although nothing
prevents the use of other grammar formalism (e.g. phrase
structure grammars) for syntactic network analysis, the lit-
erature shows no evidence of it (Čech et al., 2016).

Semantic networks WordNet is a lexical network based
on synsets which can be roughly considered as concepts.
EuroWordnet (Vossen, 1998), a multilingual version of
WordNet and WOLF (Sagot and Fier, 2008), a French
version of WordNet, were built by automated crossing of
WordNet and other lexical resources along with some man-
ual checking. Navigli and Ponzetto (2010) constructed au-
tomatically BabelNet, a large multilingual lexical network,
from term co-occurrences in the Wikipedia encyclopedia.
HowNet (Dong and Dong, 2006) is a hand-crafted lexical
network based on concepts linking both English and Chi-
nese. The Réseau Lexical du Français (RLF, French Lex-
ical Network (Polguère, 2014) is a resource based on the
notion of lexical function as defined by Igor Mel’čuk. The
resource concerns about 10000 terms and is mainly manu-
ally populated with data.
JDMRezo is an open lexico-semantic network for French
(Lafourcade, 2007). It has been built and validated for
years through an ecosystem of semi-automatic processes.
Crowdsourcing is central, with a collection of Games With
A Purpose (GWAPs)3. Automatic inference mechanisms
also contribute to acquire new knowledge, some relying on
external resources, and some not. The network grows con-
stantly. As of today4 it is made up of 14+ million nodes
including 4.2+ million terms, 310+ relations and 150+ re-
lation types. It is by far the largest open resource of its
kind in the world. The nodes are terms, concepts and sym-
bolic information. The relations are lexical, morphological,
pragmatic, logical, ontological, . . .

Model-Theoretic Syntax (MTS) MTS provides a great
deal of features for representing non-canonical language
and other linguistic phenomena such as lexical openness,
grammatical fragments, or a graded notion of grammati-
cality, for which frameworks for Generative-Enumerative
Syntax are of no use (Pullum and Scholz, 2001). These

3http://jeuxdemots.org/
426 February 2020, according to the values checked on http:

//www.jeuxdemots.org/jdm-about.php.

phenomena correspond to situations where no strong model
exists for a given utterance. From a computational point
of view their parsing requires the relaxation of violated
constraints through some form of non-classical reasoning.
Prost (2008) addresses questions related to graded gram-
maticality (also known as gradience5) as a Constraint Op-
timisation Problem and experiments with different ways
of grading the grammaticality of non-canonical utterances
within the Property Grammar (PG) framework for MTS
(Blache, 2001). Later works (Prost, 2009; ?) show how
to rely on that framework in the context of grammar error
detection.

3. The grammar network
Within frameworks for Model-Theoretic Syntax is Property
Grammar (PG) (Blache, 2001). In PG the grammar of a nat-
ural language may be represented as a graph (V,E), where
the vertices in V model morpho-syntactic categories, and
the edges in E model unary or binary syntactic relations
between vertices. PG pre-defines the semantics of 8 re-
lation types (Constituency, Dependency, Agreement, Lin-
earity, Obligation, Uniqueness, Requirement, Exclusion)
called Properties. A Model-Theoretic axiomatisation was
provided by Duchier et al. (2009).
For instance, the graph-theoretic interpretation of the prop-
erty of linear precedence NP:D ≺ N, which states that in a
Noun Phrase (NP) the Determiner (D) precedes the Noun
(N) in read direction, corresponds to the typed relation ≺
illustrated in Figure 1. Note that in this representation
the classical – phrase and dependency – structures simply
correspond to specific types of relation, respectively Con-
stituency and Dependency. In the case of the phrase struc-
ture the right hand side of any rewrite rule is represented
by a node of type aggregate; this aggregate node is then re-
lated, through a rewrites relation, to a node modelling the
left hand side of the corresponding rule.
The graph illustrated in Figure 1 represents the typed re-
lations that compose the rewrite rule (NP → D N)(w1)
weighted with (w1) and the dependency D ; N . The
PG properties correspond to different types.

3.1. Grammar Derivation from a Treebank
Prost (2014) described a procedure for deriving a partial PG
grammar from the CFG grammar encoded in a treebank.
Every PG property type except Dependency and Obliga-
tion is associated with a derivation rule according to its se-
mantics. Recall that a PG property type corresponds to a
relation type in our graph-theoretic current interpretation.
For instance, the Constituency relationship associates any
morpho-syntactic category found in the left hand side of
rewrite rules with the set of all the categories that appear in
the right hand sides of the concerned rules. For example, let
us consider that we observe on corpus the rules (r1)(NP→
D N) and (r2)(NP→ D A N). From (r1) and (r2) we can de-
rive that the Constituency relationship for the NP category
is the set {D,N,A}.
Table 1 gives the semantics of the relation types according
to PG.

5For a linguistic account of gradience in syntax see (Aarts,
2007).
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Figure 1: The syntactic relations that compose the WCFG rewrite rule (NP→ D N)(w1) and the dependency D ; N

Obligation A : 4B at least one daughter of A is of category B
Constituency A : S? the category of every daughter must be in S
Uniqueness A : B! at most one daughter of A is of category B
Linearity A : B ≺ C a daughter of category B precedes a daughter of category C in read direction
Requirement A : B ⇒ C the existence of a daughter of category B requires a a daughter of category C
Exclusion A : B 6⇔ C daughters of categories B and C may not co-occur under the same A

Table 1: Semantics of the usual PG property types

Derivation rules Let C be the label of a morpho-
syntactic category. RC denotes the set of all the context-
free rules, which take C as a left hand side. We define
RHS as the function, which to every C associates the set
RHS(RC) of all the categories present in the right hand
side of a rule in RC .
Table 3.1. is a reminder of all the derivation rules intro-
duced in (Prost, 2014), which correspond to all the PG
property types except Obligation, Agreement and Depen-
dency. These three are dealt with separately, since they can
not be derived easily. The special case of Obligation is dis-
cussed later.

The dependency structure Obligation and Dependency
are two property types that are not automatically derived
from a constituency treebank using the rules in (Prost,
2014). Meanwhile, constituency trees may be automat-
ically converted into Dependency trees (Candito et al.,
2010). The latest version of the French Treebank (FTB)
(Seddah et al., 2013) provides both constituency structures
and the corresponding dependency structures that were ob-
tained with a slightly modified version of the conversion
procedure by Candito et al. (2010). As a consequence the
FTB now comes with both constituency and dependency
trees for the same underlying corpus, which allows us to
easily extract the missing relations for our grammar net-
work.

3.2. Modelling syntactic gradience
We already discussed that as an MTS framework Property
Grammar comes with handy features for modelling gradi-
ence and non-canonical language. Prost et al. (2016) have
shown that given a constituency treebank the derived PG
corpus grammar can be compiled into a Weighted Context-
Free Grammar (WCFG), where the corpus rules are com-
pleted with theoretical ones – though unobserved. Provided
the corpus PG grammar every additional theoretical rule
C : R∗ of left hand side C can be characterised into P+

R∗

Obligation rule – not implemented The Obligation prop-
erty C : 4HC is specified by the set HC of the dis-
junctions ψ =

∨
e of the distinct categories e, such

that ∀r ∈ RHS(RC)∃e ∈ r.

Constituency rule The Constituency property C : EC? is
specified for the category C by the set EC of unique
categories e, such that ∃r ∈ RHS(RC) with e ∈ r

Uniqueness rule The Uniqueness property C : UC ! is
specified for the category C by the set UC of all the
unique categories, which never co-occur with them-
selves within the right hand side of a rule.

Linearity rule The set of Linearity properties C : a ≺ b
for the category C is specifie by the set LC of the con-
sistent ordered pairs (a, b), where (a, b) is consistent
iff ∃r ∈ RC such that a and b co-occur in the right
hand side of r, and ¬∃r′ ∈ RC such that (b, a) ∈ r′.

Requirement rule The semantic of the Requirement
property C : x⇒ y differs from the classical impli-
cation, in that unlike the implication (C : x⇒ y) 6≡
(¬x ∨ y). Therefore the set ZC of the Requirement
properties is specified by the set of co-occurrences
(a, b) for the category C, minus those for which ∃r ∈
RHS(RC) such that a ∈ r and b /∈ r.

Exclusion rule The set of Exclusion propertiesC : x 6⇔ y
is specified by the set XC of the unordered pairs of
categories (a, b) such that a and b never co-occur
within the same right hand side of a rule.

Figure 2: Rules for deriving relation types from a con-
stituency corpus



and P−R∗, the sets of respectively all the satisfied and all the
violated properties for C.
For example, we could complete the grammar illustrated
in Figure 1 with the theoretical rule (r3*)(NP → D N N).
For building the graph for (r3*) we need to characterise
it, that is, to check for every possible relation whether it
holds true or false. If we assume that all the properties
deemed true for the category NP are those represented in
the graph from Figure 1, then (r3*) is characterised by
P+
r3∗ = {4N,D ≺ N,D ⇒ N,D ; N, {D,N}?} and
P−r3∗ = {N !}. In our graph-theoretic representation the
truth values are represented by weights. An arbitrarily pos-
itive value associated with an edge stands for a relation that
holds true, while a negative value stands for one that holds
false.
Other grammaticality- and acceptability-related scores can
also be computed on the basis of those numbers of satis-
fied and violated properties (Prost, 2008; Prost et al., 2016),
which can be used to weight relations. In Figure 1 the re-
lation rewrites is weighted with the score (w1), meant
to represent the score of grammaticality associated with the
corresponding rewrite rule.

3.3. Hooking up a corpus grammar to the lexical
network JDMRezo

A lexical network such as JDMRezo relates every term to
one or more Part-Of-Speech (POS) nodes, i.e., nodes that
are typed n pos. The n pos type is a generalisation of the
notion of morpho-syntactic category and the features that
may come along, e.g. number, gender, tense, etc. The do-
main of the type n pos theoretically includes all the pos-
sible combinations of values. For instance, the network in-
cludes all the following nodes: Nom for Noun, Nom:PL
for ’Noun plural’ and Nom:Fem+PL for ’Noun feminine
plural’. Therefore, a noun feminine plural is expected to
be related to all three n pos nodes Nom, Nom:PL and
Nom:Fem+PL. Yet in practice since the values have not
been added to the network in a systematic way but when-
ever needed, some values go missing.
As far as annotation models are concerned, JDMRezo
adopted one of its own, hence does not meet any existing
standard. Therefore when using a constituency treebank
a lookup table is required, which matches the annotation
models. The latest version of the French Treebank (FTB)
(Seddah et al., 2013) meets the Penn Treebank annotation
scheme, which makes it OLiA-compatible (Chiarcos and
Sukhareva, 2015). On the lexical level JDMRezo is linked
to BabelNet through specific relation types.

4. Conclusion
In this paper we introduced a graph-theoretic architecture
for representing an abstract grammar in a way that makes
it consistent with the data structure of a lexico-semantic
network. This architecture is based on Property Gram-
mar (PG) (Blache, 2001), a framework for Model-Theoretic
Syntax (MTS) (Duchier et al., 2009). The underlying ar-
chitecture is a labelled and typed oriented graph, where the
PG property types are modelled as relation types that are
compatible with the lexical-semantic relation types in use
in network such as JDMRezo (Lafourcade, 2007). Based

on previous works from Prost et al. (2016), we also pre-
sented a procedure for deriving a PG grammar from a con-
stituency/dependency treebank, such as the latest release of
the French Treebank (Seddah et al., 2013). This architec-
ture goes towards a holistic perspective on the computa-
tional modelling of natural language.
Further works include the full implementation of our model
for a graph-theoretic abstract grammar, and its integration
with other linguistic resources. Then foremost, graph al-
gorithms must be experimented with in order to check
whether some might prove efficient for NLP tasks such as
semantic parsing. What if the semantic parsing problem
could be modelled as a graph traversal problem, such as the
shortest path or the business salesman problem? If so, how
do existing algorithms perform?
The ambition is to make the resource grow and improve
with time, and to develop it as an ever-growing holistic
(linguistic) knowledge base. All kinds of questions are ex-
pected to arise along the way, regarding its development,
its maintenance, its processing, its evaluation, etc. Crowd-
sourcing through GWAPs might be an option for several of
these questions, following the works around JeuxDeMots
(Lafourcade et al., 2015) to maintain, validate and popu-
late JDMRezo, or around Zombilingo (Fort et al., 2014) to
annotate dependency structures.
The model for syntax itself can also be improved in vari-
ous ways. The grammar can likely be lexicalised through
the memorisation of partial parses and syntactic patterns.
The patterns in use in the SAR-Graphs, for instance, might
be compatible with our structure. The SAR-Graphs could
also be of interest for linking world knowledge, such as the
facts and events that are stored in Freebase-like knowledge
bases.
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